
LIMITATIONS OF P O S

Data is the future of the loss prevention and asset protection industry. A single, data-friendly LP professional can both
identify and address.

The contents of this article will outline the advantages and disadvantages of internet-based point of sale
software. One good method is through a comprehensive audit process of POS features and usage. Now that
many models of smartphones can also read QR codes, mobile POS solutions can already take the place of a
number of larger and more expensive pieces of hardware that are often more difficult to use. More than likely,
it did not. These updates can result in significant continuing costs for something that is supposed to be an
investment that brings long-term returns. You want to know exactly what happened in each transaction and
then gain an understanding of exactly how or if each action from the transaction is represented within your
data and reporting. New hardware, new standards, new technologies or worse â€” bugs, all require software
updates. Tablets also do not support common serial or parallel connections. But as long as we are aware of the
inconsistency between platform and protocol, we can build reporting to monitor for deviant behavior. It is
broken down into three pillars of understanding, each of equal importance: process, protocol, and platform. In
fact, a closer look reveals that they just fail to live up to the hype. Though they are more expensive and have a
degree of complexity to them some believe that it is not as secure as traditional POS methods , they provide
huge advantages in contrast to these issues. These examples are strictly related to refunds and not the entire
scope of the project: Refund with a receipt Refund without a receipt Return on cash, check, credit card, gift
cards, or merchandise credit due bill When looking at refund to credit card, consider both manual entry and
swiped. An older POS system typically keeps all data on a server in your store, which means the user needs to
export it manually from the source. Complete a non-scanned refund with item not on file Try to circumvent
the online refund procedures Refund on same day, same store Refund on same day, different store Refund on
fraudulent item not purchased directly off shelf Refund on different day, different store This list is fairly
robust but nowhere near complete. Next, you will want to develop a comprehensive list of all transactions that
need to be tested and understood. It is called planned obsolescence. Simple economies of scale dictate that
these compatible devices will cost you more. Though most providers of point of sale stations offer significant
security protection, they can never negate the security risk completely, and the convenience of making your
system widely accessible can come at a certain level of danger. There are several different kinds of POS
software that determine how and where the databases can be accessed by a user. They are a software developer
that offers management solutions to small business worldwide, enabling small business owners across many
industries to efficiently manage their business and continue to grow. Although a point of sale system has many
advantages, it is important not to overlook the disadvantages. This list would include legitimate transactions,
high-risk transactions, and any activities that may drive a high-amount lock out HALO or low-amount lock
out LALO action. This audit is conducted by recreating the full range of transactions where the system allows
, documenting any roadblocks put up by the system, and seeing how this translates to the data contained in
your end-of-day reporting and electronic journal and exception-based reporting analysis. The pyramid image
shows a matrix that, when understood in its entirety, can provide a foundation for being successful in data
analytics. The one that happens to support your app and charges you whatever they want. The right POS
software will be able to help you increase profit margins, track your inventory, increase efficiency, help
improve customer relationships, as well as manage other important business relationships. The list should
include all types of transactions, including basic sales, line item voids, post voids, coupons, discounts,
damages, suspended transactions, and so forth.


